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PREFACE 

I first became interested in Euripides' Medea when I read the 

Gilbert Murray translation of the drama while enrolled in Theatre 

Appreciation 341 (1953) at Illinois College. My interest in the 

Jeffers adaptation of Medea was aroused in 1959 when a student in my 

Senior English cl.ass at Cushing High School raised a question about the 

adaptation during a discussion of tragedy. When I read the new version 

of the plc1.y, r became interested in the changes made by Jeffers and 

decided to make a study of these changes the subject of my thesis. 

This .paper is not intended to present a line-by-line comparison 

of the Jeffers adaptation with any of the many translations of the 

Euripides drama. Its purpose is to discuss generally the changes made 

in the drama and. tp:·,,suggest possible reasons for these changes. 

·I wish to thank my. advisers, Dr. Daniel R. Kroll .and Dr. Clinton c. 

Keeler,. for their valuable guidance in the preparation of this paper. 

I am indebted also to Mr. A. P. Juhlin, pklahorna State University !ibrary, 

for h~s assistance in obtaining material from the libraries at Harvard 

University,. Oklahmna University, Swarthmore College, and Ohio State 

Uni ver si ty. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Almost fourteen years ago, on October 20, 1947, a Greek classical 

drama opened in the National Theatre on Broadway. This drama, which 

featured such well~known stars as Judith Anderson and John Gielgud, was 

Robinson Jeffers 1 adaptation of Euripides' Medeae The excitement created 

by this presentatton was unusual for a Greek tragedy, a .type of drama 

generally reserved for one- or two .. night performances by college theatre 

groups. A reviewer for the New Republic. commented that "there are 

nightly ovations in the theater and lines waiting at the box office.111 

Many critics who reviewed the play gave credit to its star1:1 for 

its success. Joseph Wood Krutch, however, in his review of the drama 

for Nation qbserved: 

When the curtain went down after the performance I saw, spectators rose 
to their feet to shout "bravo" very much as if a new tenor were being 
welcomed at the Metropolitan, and though most of them no doubt thought 
that they were paying tribute to Judith Anderson's tempestuous acting, 
the total effect could not have be:an achieved without the contributions 
of both Robinson Jef~ers, who made the new English version, a.nd the 
original playwright. 

1 . "Theater: Cavalry Charge at Corinth," ~ Republic,, Nove:mber · 3, 
1947> P• 36. 

2 Joseph Wood Krutch, "Drama," Nation). LXV (1947), 509. 
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Echo~ngKrutch's sentiments, Kappa Phelan noted: "It is necessary to 

say_· at once that Robinson Jeffers' 'free adaptation' of Euripides has 

resulted in an astonishing collaboration: 3 a great performance.rr 

At first thought the idea of a "collaboration" between Euripides 

and Jeffers, two poets separated by more than two thousand years, does 

not seem reasonable. qloser examination of the idea, however, brings 

realization that the adaptation, while admittedly not all Jeffers, is 

2 

certainly not all Euripides. The new version is actually the result of 

a collaboration, one-sided though it may be, between Euripides and 

Jeffers. 

This new concept immediately raises a question concerning Jeffers' 

ethics in choosing to collaborate with an author whose consent to the 

collabpration he .can never hope to obtain. Justification for the Jeffers' 

adaptation must be established. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson stated in The American Scholar: 

As no air pump .can by any means make a perfect vacuum, so neither can 
any artii;;t entirely exclude.the conventional,. the local, the perishable 
,f,rom his book, or write a book of pure thought that shall be as efficient, 
in all respects, to a remote posterity as to contemporaries, or rather 
to the second age. Each age, it is foµ,nd, must write its own books; or 
rather, each generation f~r the next succeeding. The books of an older 
period will not fit this. 

In adapting the Medea for this century, Jeffers has rewritten the story 

to.make it, 11fit" this age. Jeffers is not alone in this undertaking; he 

is following a precedent .set by Euripides himself. G. M.A. Grube points 

3· 
Kappo 1.'helan, ''The Stage and Screen," Commonweal, XLVII (1947), 94. 

4 Ralph .Waldo Emerson • .l'.1:l&.American Scholar,. Self-Reliance, Compen-
sation,.·· ed.· Orren Henry Smith (Chicago, 1921), p. 26. 



out that the Medea of Euripides is a reflection of the fifth century 

B. C. 

The need to speak in terms intelligible to one's fellow-citizens was 
thus absolute, nor is there any reason to think that a fifth,-century 
dramatist ever wished to avoid it. For the Greek artist, the poet in 
particular, ~as the recognized teacher of his pe?Ele. All three 
dramatists/ Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides I not only reproduced 
the ideas of this time on the stage, but §hey consciously desired to 
convey a message to their contemporaries. 
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As an example of the above, Grube observes later that ''Medea's descrip-

tion of the lot of women is a clear anachronism; she is thinking and 

speaking as a fifth-century woman might. 116 

Many..1bes:id!:s.,Jeffers have followed this precedent set by Euripides. 

During the last twenty-three centuries, versions of the Medea story have 

appeared in many languages and under various guises. Perhaps the first 

to adapt the Euripides drama was Seneca. In more recent times the story 

has been used frequently. Corneille prepared a French version of the 

// I play, Medee (1635). Franz Grillparzer, one of Austria s great dramatic 

poets, used the Medea story as one of the books of his trilogy, Das goldene 

Vliess (1821). The Medea comprised the third book; the other two were 

Der Gastfreund and Die Argonauten. Another version was prepared by the 

well-known American Negro poet, Countee Cullen (1935). 7 The Medea story 

5 G. M. A. Grube~ The Drama £.f. Euripides, . (London, 1941), pp. 29-30. 

6rbid •, P• · 152. 

7 It is interesting to note tha.t Cullen I s version, although n.ot written 
in Negro dialect, is still a reflection of the Negro race. The phrasing 
and word choice are very similar to those of the American Negro. For 
example, the Tutor refers to the Nurse as "you old buzzard," the children 
are called "brats," and the Chorus is given songs with Negro spiritual 

. over tones. 
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was used as the foundation for the opera ~d~e by the Italian composer, 

Luigi Cher.ubini (1797). In the same year that the Jeffers ve-rsion appeared, 

the story appeared again, this time as the contemporary French version, 

~d~e, by Jean Anouilh. 

All .of the adaptors of the Medea story, Jeffers included, .have 

retold the story to make it "fit" their respective historical periods. 

The very fact that the story has survived so many centuries and so many 

. adaptations is evidence of its significance. The tragic story of a 

woman's love betrayed by faithlessness has proved to be timeless. 

Care has been exercised t.o use the terms "ve~sion:11 ' and "adaptation" 

in referring to the various works based upon the Medea story. ·It is 

necessary to avoid any confusion between these terms and the term "trans-

lation." ' There have been many translations of the Medea made in various 

languages. The versions which have been previously mentioned, however, 

are not translations; they are adaptations. They have been specially 

prepared for pr~sentation before particular .audiences. 

Jeffers' M$dea .enjoyed a long run on Broadway, closing May 15, 1948. 

In all, 214 performances were given. The play attracted the attention of 

the reviewers for many of the better-known magazines. It received feature 

coverage in Theatre Arts, 8 being reprinted in that magazine as the play 

of the month. Life devoted an entire section of pictures to the produc

tion with. the following comment: 

When Euripides' Medea was first acted in 431 B. C. in the outd.oor theater 
at Athens, it .appeared with three other plays in one of the traditional 

8 August, 1948, pp. 71-97. 
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Greek drama contests. It won only third prize, Greek critics looking 
down on it for being a bit too radical. But in spite of the critics the 
tragedy became a smash hit with actors and audiences. Today, some 2300 
years later, Medea is again a hit on Broadway and gives Judi~µ Anderson 
the juic~est role of her distinguished career, as Medea, the Asiatic 
hellcat. 

On his Honor List in Theatre Book of the Year, 1947-1948, George Jean 

Nathan lists as the best play "the free modern rendering of Medea, by 

Robinson Jeffers1110 and gives the award for the best female acting to 

Judith Anderson for her performance as Medea. 

Various reasons for.the success of the adaptation have been offered. 

Nathan rtotes, in speaking of the Medea, that "a producer who hopes to 

keep any such Greek tragedy going beyond the next Saturday night 

necessarily has either t.o coat it with appetizing marquee names or p;ring 

it into some modern acceptance with an adaptation of .one kind or another.1111 

Both .of these conditions were met in the Br~adway presentation of Medea. 

The cast of Judith Anderson as Medea, John Gielgud as Jason, and Florence 

Reed as the Nurse was acclaimed as outstanding. Plays have been known 
\ 

to fail, however, even with an excellent and well-known cast, when the 

vehicle was weak or poorly written.. Recognizing the fact that, particu-

larly in Greek tragedy, a good cast does not guarantee a successful plays 

Nathan continues, "It is thus that Messers. Whitehead and Rea have wisely 

seen to it that the Euripides drama has been filtered through the fluent 

· 911Medea: Anderson Triumphs as a Classic Hellcat," Life,. November .17, 
1947, p. 112. 

10 George Jean Nathan. The Theatre Book .of the Year, 1947-,1948:"r(New 
York, 1948), p. 1. 

11:cbid., p. 104. 



modern verse of Robinson Jeffers and brought into the appreciation and 

convenience of the contemporary theatre ••• ,. 1112 

Jeffers, then,. as an adaptor was faced with the task of making a 

classical Greek tragedy acceptable to twentieth-century audiences. To 

accomplish this, he had to change the drama of Euripides so that it 

reflected, not the fifth century B. c., but the twentieth century A. D. 

He altered the drama also by changing the primary emphasis of the play 

so that it would be acceptable to contemporary audiences. And, as he 

rewrote the play, he allowed it to become a reflection not only of the 

twentieth century but also of its contemporary author. 

Dudley Fitts has observed, "A man who is making a free adaptation 

of an ancient play has every right to inject as much of himself as he 

likes. It is a perilous right, for the injection may kill; but it is 

his idiosyncratic way of seeing the material that can make his work 

13 valuable or other\4'ise." Jeffers has "injected" part of himself into 
·, 

the Medea, but he has not "killed" the play. Rather, he has given it 

6 

new life. The Medea has become a work of the genius of Robinson Jeffers. 

George Sterling has commented: 

And while it is true that there is no poetry that does not, .however ten
uously, stem from that of former poets and betray, however faintly, their 
influence, nevertheless t.he work of genius will be more decisively its own 
than that of the prior masters, and this to suc.h a degree t~~t such influ
ence is often a thing to be patiently or shrewdly verified. 

12 · Nathan, pp. 104-105. 

13oudley Fitts, "The H.ellenism of Robinson Jeffers," The Kenyon 
dritics, ed .• John Crowe Ransom (New York, 1951), p. 307. 

14George Sterlin~, Ropirison Jeffers, ~ Man !E!! ~ Artist (New 
York, 1926), p •. 3. 
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This paper will be concerned with investigating to what degree and 

in what respects t.he contemporary version of Medea is a reflection of the 

twentieth century and of .the doctrines and influencesof the poet, Jeffers. 

No exhaustive study has been made of Jeffers' Medea. Saralyn Daly 

of Midwestern University undertook a study of ."Jef:fers' ~ and Solstice," 

bl.lt she later abandorted the work. ·Radcliffe Squires discusses the Medea 

. from the standpoint of the ideas it embodies in The Loyalties of Robinson 

Jeffers (Ann A.r.bor, 1956). The Squires book is of .value also as a key 

to the personality of the poet. Lawrence Clark Powell's book Robinson 

_Jeffers,.~ Man and His Work (Los Angeles, .1934) gives many. personal 

glimpse"S of the poet. Most valuable and revealing of all w.orkit<.ar:e:: __ J;effers' 

f.ree· adaptation of Medea (New York, 1946) and the two translations of 

the Euripides play used for comparison, . the poetic translation of Gilbert 

Murray (New York, 1912) and the prose translation of Theodore Buckley 

found in 1h! Tragedies of Euripides (Chicago,n.d.). 



CHAPTER..· Il · : 

In order .to understand Jeffers, the student must spend some time 

reviewing those people and events which had a great influence on the 

poet's life. H;e must also investigate the primary doctrines which 

Jeffers has formulated. Since a complete dissertatiqn upon Jeffers, 

the man and poet, would take this paper far beyond its proper scope, only 

the influences and doctrines which are basic to an understanding of 

Robinson Jeffers as the adaptor of the Medea will be discussed here.·· 

John Robi.nson Jeffers is the product of .an early religious environ

ment. At the time of Jeffers' birth, his father, William ijamilton Jeffers, 

held the c_hair of Old Testament literature and exegesis at Western Theo

logical Seminary in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. -William Jeffers, an 

ordained Presbyterian minister and noted scholar, had travelled exten

sively in Egypt, Syria, and Greece and had at one time been professor of 

Greek and Latin. He undertook early to educate his son, and Robinson is 

reported to have been able to read Greek at the age of five. 

Robinson Jeffers' education seems to have been of. two ma.in types: 

part of his educ.ation was gained through the experience of travel and 

part -of it was obtained -by attending some of the best sc.hools availa,ble 

8 
•} 
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here in America as well as some abroad. 1 When he was five, he accompanied 

his parents on a trip to Great Britain, France, Switzerland, and Italy. 

His twelfth to his fifteenth years were spent in boarding schools in 

Geneva, Lausanne, Zurich, and Liepzig. At the age of fifteen, Jeffers 

entered the University of Western Pennsylvania. A year later, when his 

father's health necessitated a move to California, Jeffers matriculated 

at Occidental College in Highland Park, California. 

In June, 1905,, two years after entering Occ.idental College, he 

received his Bachelor of Arts degree. That a.utumn he entered the Univer-

sity of Southern California, in Los Angeles, to work toward a master's 

degree in letters. It was here that he met the woman he was later to 

marry, Una Call Kuster. In the hope of forgetting Una, who was married 

a.t .that time, he accompanied his parents to Europe i.n 1907, intending to 

enter the University of Zurich. Soon, however, he.became dissatisfied 

with the curriculum and returned to the United States to enter the College 

of Medicine at the University of Southern California. Although he was 

interested in medicine only as a science lind had no intention of becoming 

a physician, he is reported to have excelled in his studies. According 

to Dr. Lyman P. Stookey, Professor of Bacteriology, in whose house he 

boarded, Jeffers "stood first: in all his classes, and was a hard, bril

liant worker. 112 

1A comprehensive discussion of Jeffers' education and its implica
tions is given in Chapter I of Lawrence Cl.ark Powell's Rqbinson Jeffers, 
the ~ fil!!!. His Work (Los Angeles; 1934). 

2 
Ibid.,. P• 11. 
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In 1910, yielding to an overwhelming desire to write poetry, Jeffers 

withdrew from medical school to devote his time to writing. To assure 

himself of ample outdoor exercise, he enrolled in the School of Forestry 

at the University of Washington. Here he remained until 1913, supplement-

ing his study of forestry with studies in zoology and law. Of his 

education it has been noted that the only two fields which he did not 

explore were economics and contemporary polit:i.cs. Of the fields which 

he did explore, Henry W. Wells makes the following observations: 

He acquired a conversant knowledge of biology, botany, physics, chemis-
try, astronomy, philosophy, history, theories of history, anthropology, 
psychology, Greek, Latin, and English literatures, as well as medieval 
and especially medieval Teutonic culture, and the more modern French and 
German. He became equally at home in the pages of Aeschylus and Baudelaire. 
Contemporary literature he gathered almost imperceptibly in his stride, 
becoming no one's disciple but sharing much in common at one point or 
another witn.3such diverse authors as D. H. Lawrence,.Aldous Huxley, and 
T. S. Eliot. 

In 1913 Una obtained a divorce from her husband, and in August of 

that year she and Jeffers were married. When their plans to live abroad 

were thwarted by the war in Europe, they established their home instead 

at Carmel, California. Jeffers himself realizes the effect that Una and 

the Monterey Coast, ·cif California have had upon him. In speaking of his 

wife, he admits, "She never saw any of my poems until they were finished 

and typed, yet by her presence and conversation she has co-authored every 

one of them. Sometimes I think there must be some value in them, if only 

. 4 
for that reason." 

3Henry W. Wells,. "A Philosophy of War: The Outlook of Robinson 
Jeffers," College English, VI (1944), 82-83:. 

~Robinson Jeffers, The Selected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers (New 
York, 1937), p. xv.· 
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Lawrence Clark Powell makes the following observation: 

Jeffers owes a great deal to his wife, Una. He might have gone the way 
of Poe and Verlaine had she not finally gained her freedom and shared his 
life •••• Thisman and woman::form a rare partnership which has produced 
extraordinary fruit. He himself says of his wife, '"She gave me eyes, 
she gave me ears'"--quoting a lige from Wordsworth's poem about his sister 
Dorothy--"and arranged my life." 

The influence of the Monterey Coast can clearly be seen. in Jeffers I 

narrative poems, for the coast has provided the setting for most of them. 

Descriptions of the rocky coastline, of the fog, and of the storms give 

strength to his poetry. Jeffers says, in giving his impressions of the 

coast, that 

••• for the first time in/my life I could see people living--amid mag
nificent unspoiled scenery--essentially as they did in the Idyls or the 
Sagas, or in Homer's Ithaca. Here was life purged of its ephemeral accre
tions. Men were riding after cattle, or plowing the headland, hovered 
by white seagulls, as they had done for thousands of years, and will do 
for thousands of years to come. Here was contemporary life that was 
also permanent life; not shut from the modern world but conscious of it 
and related to it; capable of expressing its spirit, but unencumbered by 
the mass of pgetically irrelevant details and complexities that ~ake a 
civilization. 

Speaking of the combined influence of Una and the Monterey Coast, Jeffers 

says that without them "some kind of verse I should have written, of 

course, but not this kind. 117 

The combination, then, of a wife who gave order to his Ufe and a 

home on the Monterey Coast with its "magnificent unspoiled scenery" 

brought to the poet the peace so seemingly necessary for the production 

5 Powell, Robinson Jeffers, p. 28. 

6 Jeffers, Selected Poetry, pp. xv-xvi. 

7 Ibid., p. xv. 
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of his poetry. Yet, it seems peculiar to speak of "peace" in connection 

with a poet whose poems exhibit as much violence as do the poems of Robinson 

Jeffers. A study of the man himself, however, will reveal that his theo-

ries and practices abound in paradoxes. He exalts pain and suffering in 

his poetry, yet he himself exhibits a reluctance to inflict pain, an 

inability, for instance, to kill birds and ~nirnals. He preaches death 

and violence in his poetry, yet his wife has reported that he never picks 

a flower wanttjnly or destroys a weed or prunes a tree if he can avoid 

doing so. His poetry predicts the downfall of Western civilization; it 

abounds in examples of humanity destroying itself; yet he, on his Monterey 

Coast with its rugged scenery and violent storms, has found a peace which 

the character.~: in his narratives never experience. And yet, the products 

of this peace are poems so violent, so despairing, so pessimistic that 

they seem to have been written by one of the devil's disciples, not by 

the kind, gentle lover of nature who is their author. 

What, then, is responsible for these paradoxes? This question. has 

two possible answers. The first is that Jeffers' extensive education 

has given him exceptional insight into humanity, into civilization, and 

into the world of which he is an unwilling part. He is able to look 

beneath the thin veneer of benevolence assumed by humanity and see the 

primitive cruelty, the selfishness, and the greed of the human race. The 

old man in The Double Axe prays: 

• hear me, Lord God~ Exterminate 
The race of man. For man only in the world, except for a 

few kinds of insect, is essentially cruel. 
Therefore slay also these if you will:. the driver ant, 



And the slave-maker ant, and the slick wasp 
That paralyzes living.meat for .her bro~~: hgt first 
The human race. Cut it off, sear the stump. 

' 
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His knowledge of .past and present civilizations has given him the deep-

rooted belief that Western civilization, like the c.ivil.izations of the 

past, has reached its peak and is going through a period of decadence. 

His studies of the biological sciences have given him an admiration for 

the physical construction of man, but his studies of psychology and 

anthropology have given him a feeling of c.ontempt for the nature of man. 

He has come to regard man essentially as a parasite or an illneErs>:from :which 

the world is suffering. ·Speaking through his character, Bruce Ferguson, 

in "Mara," he has written: 

·r .shot an eagle once, 
And looked at the gorgeous corp13e, ruffled the plumes 
And saw the Uce und9r them: we the white lice 
On this eagle world. 

lie feels that man is not needed on this planet; his.cities and super-

highways destroy natural beauty, .and his wars wreak havoc on the bea.uties 

of nature and on the natural habitats of the true possessors of this earth: 

the birds, the fish, and all the other animals. In "The Broken Balance" 

he speaks bitterly of 

•••. the hopeless prostration of the earth 
Under men's hands and their minds,. 

8Robinson Jeffers, "The Do.uble Axe," The Double Axe and Other Poems -- . --,-- -- ................. -----(New York, 1948) , p. 110. 

9Robinson Jeffers, , "Mara;" Be Angry !!! the ~ (New York, 1941), 
P• 15. . 



The beautiful places killed Hke rabbits to make a city, 
The spreading funf5s, the slime-threads 
And spores •••• 

This brings us, then, to the second possible explanation of the 

paradox noted above--war. War has had a powerful effect upon Robinson 

14 

Jeffers. At the time of World War I .Jeffers was a happy, newly-married 

young man. Because it was the acceptable thing to do, .he volunteered for 

.some type of military service, but the war ended before he was called. 

As the war progressed, _however, Jeffers' attitude toward it changed from 

a passive acceptance to an unhappy awareness of the underlying causes and 

manifested effects of. war. This new awareness had an immediately notice~ble 

effect on his poetry. Henry W. Wells has written an excellent commentary 

upon this effect. 

I.t rworld War I 7 unquestionably i.ncreased the savageness and l.uridness 
of the poet's images and.deepened his thirst for mystic.peace. He viewed 
t.he subject of ·war broadly,. philosophically, and imaginatively, not as so 
many of his ,less widely informed contemporaries, narrowly, impressionisti
cally, and journalistically. A.s a true poet 1fI envisaged war in terms 
of what he deemed "the politics of eternity." 

War had another effect upon Jeffers. With his change of .attitude 

regarding it, he began t\le::formulation of a doctrine which, in 1948, he 

c.ame to call Inhumanism. Yvor Winters has explained this doctrine by 

saying that i.t leaves two modes of.action open to. ,man--"he may r·enounce 

God and rely on his humanity,.or he may renounce h:f,s humanity and rely 

10 · Jeffers, "The. Broken 'Balance," Selected Poetr,,,Y, p. 2.60. 

11well.s; "J;>hilosoph.y of War,.'' p. 83. 
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12 
on God. 11 · Radcliffe Squires expresses his interpretation of Inhumanism 

in much the same way. "For Jeffers, to break away from humanity. means to 

turn from contemplation of self to contemplation of God." 13 

· Prior to World War I Jeffers had published one volume of verse, 

Flagons and Apples (1912),. a volume of gentle poems. exhibiting none of 

the violence which was to characterize his later work. In his second 

volume .of poetry, Californians (1916), a volume published after the 

beginning of the war, he began the formulation of Inhumanism. 

Borrowing from Catullus, he says of man, l'Odi ~ !!!!2_! 'Loving thee I .hate.'" 
.The poem "Maldrove" · then proceeds to question whether he should simplify 
his paradoxical position and make it the negative discernment of man as 
"all-a.bominable." But he decides for the sake of the few "flowers of 
beauty"--Achilles or Shelly--upon a tentatively optimistic position: 

I .call you all adorable, 0 men, 
, For the Gods I sakes you 111igh t be~ 

Later the cb.aracteristic phrasing tended toward the "all-abominable," but 
his attitude has, I think, retained the early ambivalence. His expressed 
"hatred" derives from and is inseparable from his uy~xpressed "love" of 
man. "Odi ~ amo" is the touchstone to Inhumanism. . 

A furt;her clarification of his philosophy appeared in Roan Stallion 

(1925): 

Humanity.is 
the start of the race; I say 

Humanity is the mould to break away from, ·the crust .to 
break through, t~5 coal to break into fire, 

The atom to .be split. · · 

12Yvor Winters, '.:Robinson Jeffers," Literary -Opinion in America, 
ed. Morton Dauwen Zab~~ (New York, 1951), p. 440 .. 

lJl~me~ :UtEid,c l ii;_f:fe, · Sgui~,~.s.t ,J;h_e'!:v-•o;#a~ti:es ij6~/~obi::o.s6n. · J ef f.er.st.;(Ann ,, Arb or, 
1956), p. 48. For a complete discussion of Irihumanism see Chapter VII. 

14 Ibid., pp. 1.18-119. 
15 I .. 

Jeffers, ."Roan Stallion," Selected Poetry, p.:.149. 
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In fhe Women,!.!; Point Sur (1927) he further clarified his theory by warn

ing that the mind which centers upon humanity will go mad •. His later 

narratives exhibit what happens to those who fail.to uncenter their minds 

from humanity, and they abound in madness, incest, and violence. 

In particular, this exhibition of violence, which is the result of 

a humanity-centered mind, has come to be one of the outstanding charac-

teristics of Jeffers' poetry. Jeffers believes that refusal to uncenter 

the mind from humanity will result in tragedy, and.he looks upon violence 

as being the most tragic.of subject matters because it is the most impas-

sioned. 

·Yetto arrive at a correct estimate of this now famous violence one should 
set out from Jeffers' own explanation: that he does not love violence 
per se but chooses it because:; he wishes to write great tragic poetry. 
Such classic' tragedy displays bloodshed fgd incest; the ambitious modern 
poet must reproduce this subject matter. 

In close relationship to his preoccupation with violence is his 

philosophy regarding pain. He seems to believe that man achieves dig-

nity by exhibitm,g the ability to bear great physical pain and that. he 

may atta:f.n greatness by achieving indifference to the pain of others. 

Happiness, he believes, is a fleeting and unreal quality; pain and suffer-

ing are more real. and longer lasting than pleasure. The pain to be 

endured may occur in the form of physical pain like that experienced by 

Reave Thurso in Thurso's Landin_g or in the form of mental anguish like 

that felt·by }Jelen Thurso as she realizes that her.husband wi111 be forced 

to suffer continuous pain. Of the two, however, only Reave achieves 

16 · Harold H. Watts, "Multivalence :l.n Robinson Jeffers," College 
Engl:f.sh,, III (1941), 109. 
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dignity, as he learns to live with pain and to resist the attempts of his 

wife to bring an end to his pain by ending his life. · Helen fails to 

achieve greatness by being unable to feel indifference toward her husband's 

pain and by finally killing him and herself to end their suffering. 

Jeffers' poetry also has another characteristic, a rel¢ance upon 

symbols. In particular, two of them are noteworthy, the hawk and the 

stone. The hawk symbolizes pride, force,.and courage. It is a self-

sufficient creature and a deadly one. It may be cruel. or indifferent; 

·. it is its own master. and its own law •. "Assertive, fearsome, aggressive--

like the eagle in Nietzsche's Zarathustra--it is an idea of god-like 

17 humanity." 

Opposed to the symbol of the hawk is the symbol of the stone. The 

stone embodies peace and quiet strength. It is characterized by its immo-

bility and rigidity as opposed to the vitality of.the hawk. · Its noteworthy 

qualities are a freedom from feeling and an absense of desire. 

Another symbol used to a lesser degree is the symbol of the horse 

' or stallion. · In Roa'.rl. Stallion Jeffers contrasts the haughty magnifi-

cence of the beast with the slavering obscenity of the man. The woman, 

California,.· senses the contrast.. When she attempts to tell her child of 

her vision of Jesus,. she confuses the stallion and God. Finally, after 

she has seen the horse kill her husband, "some obscure human fidelity" 

causes her to lift the rifle ;i:.n her hands and fire at the animal. As the 

magnificent stallion sinks to the earth, she turns to her cl.aughter "the 

mask of a woman/ Who has killed God.1118 

l7 ·· Delmore Schwartz and Frajam Taylor, "'.rhe Enigma of Robinson Jeffers," 
Poetry, LV (1939), 39. 

18 . Jeffers; "Roan Stallion," Selected PoetrY, p. 157. 
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Robinson Jeffers relies heavily upon the classics for the forms, 

purposes, and themes of his poetry. His narratives, in particular, owe 

a gebt to Aristotle. Lawrence Clark Powell notes: 

I have mentioned Jeffers' knowledge of Aristotle's Poetics. His 
major narrative poems are Aristotelian in their form and purpose. Con
structed after classical models, the narratives "Cawdor," "Thurso ' s 
Landing," and "Give Your Heart to the Hawks" succeed in effecting a .: , 
katharsis on the reader, showing him the burning away of destr uctive 
emotions through pain and sufferfijg and death, even as in life, with 
corresponding relief at the end. 

Jeffers has borrowed freely from the classics for subject matter as well 

as for form and purpose. Four of his major dramas are adaptations of 

classical legends or dramas. At the Fall of an Age dramatizes the story 

of Polyxo's revenge and the death of Helen of Troy. The Tower Beyond ,. 

Tragedy outlines the death of Agamemnon, slain by his wife Clytemnestra, 

and the eventual death of Clytemnestra at the hands of her children, 

Orestes and Electra. The Medea, Jeffers' most important and successful 

adaptation of a classic drama, tells the story of Medea's revenge upon 

her husband, Jason. Jeffers' most recent adaptation, The Cretan Woman, 

is a new version of Euripides' Hippolytus. 

Jeffers explains his reliance upon the classics in a letter to 

Sydney s. Alberts, dated May 13, 1929: "We turn to the classic stories, 

I suppose,as to Greek sculpture, for a more ideal and also more normal 

beauty, because the myths of our own race were never developed, and have 

20 been alienated from us." 

19 Lawrence Clark Powell, "The Double Marriage of Robinson Jeffers," 
Southwest Review, XL! (i956), ·281. 

20 Sydney S. Alberts,~ Bibliography of the Works of .Robinson Jeffers 
(New York, 1933), p. 27.. 
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In addition to adapting classic dramas for the t~p.tieth century, 

Jeffers has borrowed themes from the classics to use in his own poetry. 

A few examples should suffice to illustrate this. In Cawdor Jeffers uses 

the Hippolytus theme of.the father causing the death of his innocent son. 

-He employs an Oedipus incident in the same poem by having Cawdor, overcome 

by the enormity of what he has done, gouge out his eyes. Perhaps his 

most significant use of a classic source occurs in the poem Solstice, a 

narrative based on the Medea story. Madrone Bothwell, turned out of her 

home by her former.husband, kills her children to keep them from becoming 

contaminated by civilization and the "advantages" of the city. 
, 

This,. then, is Robinson Jeffers-.. the poet, the exalter of nature, 

the Inhumanist. ·As a man, he has been criticized; as a poet, he has been 

misunderstood. For a.time during the 1920's and 19301 s he was hailed as 

one of America's outstanding poets. ·Today he is largely neglected. 

Squires comments: ·"Jeffers' literary reputation has ebbed steadily since 

1935, and he is now being dropped from anthologies and consigned to the 

ranks of.those who present only 'historical' interest-. 1121 So far has 

interest in.him and in his writings dropped that a recent history of 

American poetry devotes only one sentence to him: "Later, the isolated 

Robinson Jeffers was to begin to construct a peculiar misanthropic world 

through a series of dramatic poems acted out against a wi,~d background of 

California coastline.1122 Today his best known work is probably Medea, and 

it is familiar to many only because it once played on Broadway. 

21squires, Loyalties, p. 10. 

22 Louise Bogan, Achievement in American PoetrY, 1900~1950 (Chicago, 
1951), p. 77. 
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But in the thirties, William Van Wyck stated of Jeffers: 

His poetry makes the work of every other contemporary American prosodist 
seem almost to be of little more than doggerel value, This man, and God 
only knows where or how he caught the comet's tail to ride down the Milky 
Way with the great ones of the past, those great who run one or two to a 
century, this man sees too terribly for the average mind to follow him. 
He tears down all of t23 accumulated superstitions of the world with a 
few wonderwords. • • • 

Perh¥PS this is the reason that Jeffers' poetry is losing popularity, 

Perhaps many lack the imagination to follow Jeffers' thought. Perhaps, 

too, the reading public finds his ability to see the degrading side of 

humanity to be discomfiting. 

23 William Van Wyck, Robinson Jeffers (Los Angeles, 1938), p. 6, 



CHAPTER III 

THE JEFFERS ADAPTATION OF MEDEA 

It is appropriate, indeed, that Robinson Jeffers would choose to 

adapt Euripides' Medea for the contemporary stage. First, the drama con-

tains a full portion of violence which Jeffers believes is inseparable 

from tragic poetry. Second, the tragedy is one such as might be reported 

by any present-day newspaper as having occurred yesterday or last week; 

its significance is timeless. 

As Jeffers himself rather inelegantly phrased it in speaking of the 

Medea and other tragedies: 

Lately I had occasion to read more attentively the Medea of Euripides, 
and considering the reverence that cultivated people feel toward Greek 
tragedy I was a little shocked by what I read. Tragedy has been regarded, 
ever since Aristotle, as a moral agent, a purifier of the: ri!irid and emotions. 
But the story of Medea is about .a criminal adventurer and his gun-moll; 
it is no more moral than the story of Frankie and Johnny •••• What makes 
them /-Greek tragedies 7 noble is the poetry; the poetry, and beautiful 
shapes of the plays, and the extreme violence born of extreme passion ..•• 
These are stories of disaster and death, .. and it is not in order ·to purge 
theimirid of passions but because death and disaster are exciting. People 
love disaster, if it does not touch them too\ nearly--as we run to see a 
burning house or a motor crash-~and1also it gives occasion for passionate 
speech; it is a vehicle for poetry. 

1Robinson Jeffers, "Poetry and Survival," Perspectives USA, No. 9, 
1954, p .. 105. 

21 
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One of the first reflections of the contemporary poet to be noticed 

in the Jeffers adaptation is the style of the poetry. According to Gilbert 

Highet; . Jeffers 1 poems are written 

••• in large, muscular, unrhymed lines,with an irregular pulse which 
is basically a new sort of blank verse, with a long rhythm (about ten 
beat•i to the line) which reminds me irresistibly of the Pacific Ocean 
hammering at the 2ocks. It is intended to echo the ebb and flow of 
excitement •••• 

The first few lines of Jeffers' adaptation will serve to illustrate that 

the poet has made use of the lengthened line and "new sort of blank verse" 

which, according to Highet, are characteristic of his poetry. 

I wish the long ship Argo had never passed that perilous channel 
between the Symplegades, 

I wish the pines that made her mast and her oars still waved in the 
wi~d on Mount Pelion, and the gray fishhawk 

Still nested in them, the great adventurers had never voyaged 
Into the Asi3n sunrise to the shores of morning for the Golden 

Fleece. 

If, then, as Highet suggests, the rhythm of Jeffers' lengthened line was 

inspired by "the Pacific Ocean hammering at the rocks," the influence of 

the Monterey Coast can be felt in the Medea as it can in most of his 

narrative poems. 

It would be well to point out here that the poetry of the Jeffers' 

adaptation is unique. It bears no resemblance to the rhymed iambic penta~ 

meter of the Gilbert Murray translation, a style of poetry modeled after 

2~ilbert Highet, ~ Powers of Poetry (New York, 1960), p. 131. 

3 Robinson Jeffers, Medea, freely adapted from the Medea of Euripides 
(New York, 1946), p. 3. 
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that used by Euripides, nor to the prose of a literal translation, as 

exemplified by the translation of Theodore Buckley. Comparable lines of 

the Murray translation read: 

Would God no Argo e'er had winged the seas 
To Cholchis through the blue Sympl~gades: 
No shaft of riven pine in P~lion's glen 
Shaped that first oar-bladein the hands of men 
Valiant , who won, to s~ve King Pelias' vow, 
The fleece All-golden~ 

The Buckley translation begins: 

Would that the hull of Argo had not winged her way to the Colchian 
land through the Cyanean Symplegades, and that the pine felled in the 
forests of Pelion had never fallen, nor had caused the hands of t~e chiefs 
to row, who went in search of the golden fleece for Pelias •••• 

In addi~ion to the changes made in the poetic style of the drama, 

Joseph Wood Krutch points out that Jeffers has made radical changes in 

the language of the play to ready it for the contemporary audience. 

Krutch characterizes Jeffers' adaptation as "simple, perfectly clear, 

6 almost prosaic." In contrast to this, he says that the Murray transla-

tion, upon which the jeffers adaptation is based, is 

••• stilted and fuzzy. Its awkwardly 'poetic' phrasing can hardly be 
spoken except in a poetical singsong fatal to any attempt at dramatic 
expressiveness, and its faded archaisms, though highbrows may put up with 
them, hang lik7 a fog between the audience and the dramatist ·who is trying 
to reach them. 

4 ,· 
~ilbert Murray, tr., The Medea, by Euripides (New York, 1912), p. 3. 

l 

5Theodore Buckley, tr., "The Medea," The Tragedies of Euripides 
(Chicago, n. d.), p. 137. 

6 Krutch, p. 510. 

7 Ibid. 



Kappo Phelan corroborates Krutch's opinion in his remarks concerning 

Jeffers• handling of the language as he notes: "Jeffers' several slow 

ascents into the formal simile ••• seemed to me current history.118 
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Many of the symbols which Jeffers uses time and again in his poems 

are present in the Medea. In fact, the first one appears in the second 

line of the drama, a reference to the "gray fishhawk" which the Nurse 

wishes still nested in the pines used in the construction of the Argo. 

Since the hawk symbolizes the freedom of a creature';·which is its own 
\ 

master and owes allegiance to no one, it is possible to contrast the fish-

hawk in this instance with Medea, who the Nurse wishes were free to "nest" 

where she pleased, not bound by allegiance to her faithless husband Jason. 

Again the symbol of .the hawk appears, this time used by a member of 

the Chorus. Speaking of death,.which Medea is calling upon the gods to 

allow her to experience, the Second Woman admonishes her by noting that 

death often comes too soon: 
. 9 

"He strikes from the clear sky like a hawk." 

Once more the hawk symbol is used to denote the cruel indifference of 

that whicK:knows no master.and is free to strike unexpectedly if it chooses 

and to refuse to obey all commands and entreaties. 

The next use of the hawk ·symbol is by Creon. Begged by Medea to 

allow her the remainder of the day to prepare for her exile, he agrees 

against his better judgment, but warns her, "We shall watch you: as a 

10 hawk does a viper." Tragic irony seems to be present here, for, although 

the hawk may imply cruelty and courage, it does not exhibit the sinister 

8 Phelan, p. 94. 

9 Jeffers, Medea, p. 10. 

lOibid., p •. 26. 
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cunriing of the viper, which strikes to inject its poison into an unsus-

pecting victim. By equating Medea with the viper, Creon speaks the truth 

more clearly than he realizes. 

Later on, Medea is pictured as a hawk, this time by the First Woman 

of the Chorus, who speaks of Medea as a bird of prey. She notes: 

She fled from her father's house in a storm of blood, 
In a .blood-storm she flew up from Thessaly, 
Now here and dark over.Corinth she widens 
Wings to ride up the twisted w~frlwind 
And talons to hold with •••• 

Again the symbol is appropriate, for, when the deaths of Medea's brother 

and Pelias are coupled with the deaths of Creon and his daughter, Medea 

does indeed appear to be a bird of prey, preying upon the weaker human 

beings, ::those who do not possess her supernatural powers. Her cruelty, 

like that of the hawk, has a certain superiority, a certain inevitability 

about it. She is like the magnificent hawk, swooping down upon creatures 

who have no defense against her relentless talons. 

Appearing in significant numbers are references to another of Jeffers' 

familiar symbols, the stone. Medea longs for the peace of the stone as 

she is caught up in the torment of her despair and hopeless ap:ger.over 

lt>sing Jason; she longs also for the quiet protection it offers. 

11 

Hear me, God, let me die. What 
I need: a 11 dead, alE,dead, a 11 dead, 

Under the great cold stones. For a year and a thousand 
years and ay~ther thousand: .cold as the stones, 
cold •••• 

Jeffers, Medea, p. 82. 

12Ibid., p. 9. 
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Later, as Medea struggles for self-control and achieves at least an 

outward manifestation of it, she is regarded as possessing the characteris-

tics of the stone. The First Woman of the Chorus says of her: "She is 

terrible. h , II 13 Stone wit s toneE~~s • Once she has gained composure, she 

does not lose it until she debases herself to beg a day from Creon. Creon 

himself, speaking to her as they first IIIJ;!et, refers to her as "woman of 

14 the stone forehead," seeming to indicate that the rigidity of stone 

is noticeable in her expression. 

The next character to use the stone symbol is Medea, and she uses 

it insincerely as she flatters Creon by suggesting that he possesses the 

qualities of granite. "I know thatyour will is granite. But even on 

the harsh face of a granite mountain some flowers of mercy/ May grow in 

15 season.II 

Medea eniploys the stone again in her conversation with Creon in her 

promise that, if he will grant her the right to spend the remainder of 

the day in Corinth, she will go her "sad course and vanish in the morn':-

ing quietly as dew/ That drops on the stones at dawn and is dry at 

16 
sunrise." Creon, possibly charmed by the figure:: of speech containing 

the comforting reference to the solidity of stone which is unaffected by 

the departing dew, does not stop to consider that the meanings of words, 

like the drops of dew as they fall on a stone, are easily transformed. 

13 Jeffers, Medea, p. 15. 

14Ibid.,. p •. 17. 

15 Ibid., pp. 23-24. 

16rbid., pp. 25-26. 
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Therefore, he fails to comprehend the implication of Medea's next words 

as she promises: "You will never again be troubled by any word/ Or act 

17 of mine." 

After her first interview with Jason, . Medea generat_es, ,wi,thin:1 • • herself a 

sensation of self-hate, She hates the flesh of her body which Jason has 

touched; she longs to be able to rid herself of this defiled flesh. 

If I could tear off the flesh and be bones; 
naked bones; 

Salt-scoured bones on the1~hore 
At home in Colchis, • 

In her wish she unconsciously turns to the quiet peace and insensibility 

of the stone by wishing to become as nearly like a stone as possible. 

Since the bones of the human body bear a resemblance to stone, her wish 

to be able tb peel off her flesh has two implications. If she possessed 

such ability, she would be able to dispose of her h~ted flesh and, at 

the same time, assume the characteristics of the much-envied stone. 

In addition to dwelling on the symbols of the hawk and the stone, 

Jeffers has made significant use of another of his symbols, the stallion. 

The stallion, a magnificent beast radiating haughty grandeur or, as in 

Roan Stallion, symboltzing the super-male and becoming a non-human, god-

like creature, appears only once in Medea. The limitation of the symbol 

to one appearance does not, however, lessen its significance. 

The use of the stallion symbol is striking because it is unexpected. 

When the Nurse is sent to summon Jason into her mistress' presence so that 

17 Jeffers, Medea, p. 26. 

18Ibid., p. 40. 
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Medea can gain his permission to send presents to his bride, her mission 

takes her to the racetracf, where she witnesses an unusual event • 

• • . a young mare broke from the chariot 
And tore with her teeth a stallion • . 

She tore 
him cruelly. 

· I saw him being led away: a black racer: his blood 
ran down 19 

From the throat to the fetlocks. 

The stallion symbol .used here seems to suggest two levels of meaning. 

First, it may be understood as a portent of evil to come, This would be 

in keeping with the traditional idea that the deaths of great persons are 

forecast by unusual and frightening events in nature. The idea that the 

stallion's misfortune is intended to foreshadow the horrible deaths of 

Creon and his daughter gains added strength when further speeches of Medea 

and members of the Chorus are considered. 

MEDEA 

Frightening irrational things 
Have happened lately ; t he face of nature is flawed with 

omens . 

19 Jeffers, Medea, pp. 64- 65. It is interesting to note the similar ity 
between Jeffers' treatment of the stallion symbol in this quotation and 
Shakespeare!,suse of maddened horses in Macbeth to indicate nature's rebel
lious attitude toward the murder of Duncan. 

Ross : And Duncan's horses--a thing most strange and certain-
Beauteous and swift, the minions of their race, 

Old Man : 

Turn,1:d wild in nature, broke their stalls, flung out, 
Contending ' gainst obedience, as they would make 
War with mankind. 

' Tis said they eat each other. 
Ross·: They did so, to t h' amazemen t of mine eyes 

That l ook'd upon' t. 
(Wil liam. Allan.·Ne:1, lson ,. and Charle.s_;Jar vi s Hi ll, Ads..._·,, .The :aomp1ete.··Plays 
and Poems of Wi lli am Shakespeare , { Chicago, 1942_7, I I , iv, 14- 20. 



FIRST WC!,fAN 

evening a slave . . . · .. 
··xesterday 

Ca~e up to theharbor~gate,: carrying a basket· 
Of new .. caught fish: one of the fi!;lh took fire · 
And burned in the. wet :basket with a ·.high flame: the thing 

· was witn~ssed 
By many persons .. 

·THIRD·WCMAN 

.And a,black le9pard_,fis seen 
Gliding through the market .. place. .. .. . • . 
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The second interpretationof .the use of the stallion symbol is made 

possible by equating Jason :with the stallion and Medea with the mare. 

When this.is done, t;he act of the.mare.becomes symbolic' of what Medea 

intends to doto Jason. The main difference between the two acts is that, 

although tte mare injures the stallion physically, ,Mede8:' s injury to .Jason 

will be largely psychological, •. Of the two injuries, Medea's will in all 

probability cause longer ... 1a·sting pain, and the pain which it causes will 

not be subject to reduction by an application of soothing salve.. This 

interpretation allows the use of the stallion symbol to have more signi

ficance.,. . When Jason is equated with the stallion,. he becomes the haughty 

super-male. · His inju:r;y. at the hands of Medea,·. the weak ,and. colorless 

mare, then takes on an added indignity, for the elevating-of :his station 

to super ... male provides him with a greater distance to fall when he. is van-

quished. A,s the "underdog," then,.Medea gains more support and more 

sympathy for her cause. 

20 . 
Jeffers, Medea, P• .66. 
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In addition to allowing himself a great amount .of freedom in his use 

of symbols, Jeffers has also demonstrated his love of violence in his 

adaptation of the Medea. So violent are some of the speeches of Medea in 

particular that Louise Bogan, in her criticism of the drama, was moved to 

observe that "his Medea I s mania for grinding, mashing, . slicing, pulverizing, 

and beating her enemies into a bloody froth soon paralyzes and numbs our 

sensibilities,. 1121 The criticism is justified, although perhaps the point 

is overstressed. The reference seems to .apply directly to Medea's first 

speech, .an utterance filled to the brim with violence. . Jeffers has taken 

pains to point out, however, that Medea is lamenting, not threatening her 

enemies. · Actually, in this speech, as in the corresponding speeches in 

the translations, Medea is wishing for death. It is not in the sentiment, 

then, but in the violence of the wording that the difference lies. And 

it is this violence of wording which .is a reflection of Jeffers. · It 

would be well to illustrate this point by contrasting the speech in 

Jeffers' adaptation with corresponding speeches in the Murray and Buckley 

translations. Jeffers' Medea cries: 

Death. Death· is my wish.. For myself,. my· enemies, my 
children. · Destr·uc tion. 

That's the word ... Grin22 crush, burn. ·Destruction. 
Ai ••• Ai •••• 

2\ouise Bogan, Selected Criticism: . Prose, Poetry·· (New York, 
1955), . p. 304. 

22 
Jeffers, Medea, p. 7. 



Murray's poetic translation reads: 

Qh shame and pain: .· 0 woe is me23 
Would I could die in my misery! 
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The Medea in Buckley's literal prose translation wails: -"Wretch that I 

am, and miserable on account o:fmy.-lllisfortunes; alas me~ · would I might 

24 
perish~" 

Particularly outstanding in the violent speeches of the Jeffers' 

version are references to blood and pain. When, early in the drama, 

·Medea voices. her desire to die, she Sef?'IDS to promise vio;J.ence to come if 

her death is.met with relief or happiness instead of with-the resp~ct 

which she feels she should connnand. 

As for met I_:want simply to die. 
· But Jason is not·· to smile at. his bride over my grave,, 

nor that great man Creon 
·· llang wreaths and:make a feast ... da,y in:corinth .. · Or let the 

· wreaths be. bright blinding fire,-, and the.: songs a 
.high wailing,; ·. 25 .. 

And the wine, . blood. · 

A few lines later the idea gains further strength as Medea says, 

· . 26 
IILet them. L-the gods_] watch my enemies go. down in blood.,'' . · :It bas not 

taken her ·• long, . once she· has beto,me~. aware of. ~he presence of .0 the Ghorus .· 

and of their sympathy,.· to change her. spoken desire for death to an open, 

if seemingly hopeless, threat to punish her enemies with death. :Cn this 

23 · Murray,. tr., p •. 8.,. 

24 · 
Buckley, t;r .. , p •. 140. 

25 Jeffers, Medea, . p ... 15. · 

26 
Ibid., P• 16. 
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she differs from Euripides' Medea, who, at this point, makes the Chqrus 

promise not to betray her as she seeks a means of gaining her revenge. 

Later in the Jeffers' adaptation, when Medea is well launched upon 

her plan to punish her enemies and is waiting for news from the palace, 

. the First Woman c :pfr,:~ tha~ Chorus speaks of blood as she comme"Q.ts: 

.She fled from her father's house in a .storm of bl2~d, 
In a.,.blood-.storm she flew up from Thessaly ..... .. 

The Second Woman of the Chorus adds: 

·Blood is the seed of blood, hundredfold the harvest, 
The gleaners that follow it, their feet are crimson. 28 

The final violent act of the play is foreshadowed by violent speeches 

and violent des:criptions. The most terrible of these belong to Medea, as 

illustrated by her speech to the Tutor when he returns from the palace 

with the children and the news that Jason's bride has received them kindly. 

If this were all, old man--
. I'd have your.bonyiJoins bea~9n to a blood-froth 

For the good news you bring~ 

27 · Jeffers, Medea,. p. 82. 

28 tbid. Again it is interesting to note a similarity between this 
speech and one by Macbeth: -"It: will have blood, they say; blood will 
have blood." (Neilson and Hill, eds., III, iv, 122) The basic ideas 
are much the same. ·· The speech in Medea> coming as it cioes late in the 
drama,.ma:rksthe real:1,zation of the Chorus that Medea .is a confirmed 
murderess. Each new murder becomes easier for her, and each seems to 
require another following i t. In his speech, Macbeth is realizing that 
each of his .murders compels him to ccmnnit another murder. 

'29 d 4 Ibi • , P• 8 • 
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Perhaps the most violent description in the drama, the Nurse's descrip-

tion of Medea 1 s vengeance upon Creon and his daughter,.exhibits only one 

notewprthy departure from the Euripides translations. The Messenger in 

the Euripides drama has observed the deaths of the unfortunate pair before 

leaving ihe palace. He tells Medea, "But at length the wretched '.!)lali 

swooned away,.and gave up his life; for no longer was he able to endure 

,;t.ne agony. But they lie co:;i:,ses, the daughter and aged father near one 

another •• . . Their deaths do not seem to occur so quickly in the 

Jeffers; adaptation. In answer to Medea 1 s question if they had died, the 

Nurse replies: 

I am not able ••• have 
mercy •.•• No, the harsh tides of breath 

Still whistled i~1the black mouths. No one could 
touch them. 

Again Jeffers has succeeded in incorporating additional pain and violence 

into his drama, this time.by lengthening the period of suffering endured 

by the unfortunate couple. 

Gassner has observed that 11:tt rMedea. '] follows the outlines of ·.- ---
Euripides' celebrated tragedy,.but Jeffers 1 style and grim view of life 

32 
are his own." Structural changes in Jeffers' adaptation are few, and 

they will be discussed here only incidentally as they aff¢ct the c.harac-

terizations or the emphasis of the drama. The changes in the movement 

30Buckley, ':tr:., p. 16·1. 

31 , 
Jeffers, Medea, p. 91. 

32 John Gassner, ed., ~ M.l)erican Plays, Third Series--1945 --1951 
(New York, 1952), p. 396. 
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of the play and in the characterizations, which are more sweeping, .will 

receive primary consideration. 

Nathan says that "an integration of the disturbing chorus into the 

body of the drama" is cine of the devices which have brought Medea "into 

33 the appreciation and convenience of the contemporary theatre." Although 

a stage direction in Jeffers' adaptation mentions that the members of 

· 34 the Chorus come in "by twos and.threes," the Chorus in the Broadway 

production was limited to only three women to correspond to the three 

speaking parts in the drama. By their own words the women admit they 

a re curious about the situation now that Jason has de$~r.ted Medea to take 
.... ,, .. .:,,. 

another wife. Their attempts to excuse their curiosity as they first 

appear on stage make them sound like "gossipmongers11 gathering the latest 

"news .. " 

FIRST WOMAN 

I hear her crying again: . it is dreadful. 

SECOND WOMAN 

F{er lamentation,, 
She is beautiful and deep in grief: we couldnlt 

help coming. 

THIRD WOMAN 

35 . we are friends of this house and its trouble hurts us. 

33 . Nathan, pp. 104-105 ~· 

34 Jeffers, Medea, p,. .8. 



The members of the Ghorus hover about the edges of the scene, 

morbidly longing for the sight Jf Medea's sorrow and offering their 

advice. They merit the censuring words of Jason in a way that the 

35 

Chorus of Euripides never would have deserved. -As Jason first comes on 

stage seeking Medea, he comes face to face with this group of women whom 

he seems to classify as "meddlers." He speaks roughly to them: 

What business have you\ here, you women 
Clustered like 9gzzing bees at t_he hive~qoor'? 

. Where is Medea? . . ·· 

And the women, in answering his question concerning the whereabouts of 

Medea, openly censure him, as the First W001an points and replies: "There: 
. 37 

. mourning for wha.t you have done. 11 

The members of the Chorus_ have a new and important function in the 

Jeffers' adaptation. In keeping with their.new characterization, they 

provide needed information a_bout the affairs of Corinth to the other 

characters. For example,. when the Nurse asks them for the name of the 

guest staying in Creon's house, they are able to tell _her that he is 

Aegeus, Lord of Athens. They are also ab le to supply her,, with the 

unsolicited information that _his ship arrived the pr~vio~s night and 

that he is planning to.set sail again.that very day. 

By integra,ting the Chorus more carefully into the drama, Jeffers .. 
has removed from the women their seeming ability to communicate with the 

gods. No longer do t:hey offer lengthy prayers for . the deliverance pf, 

36 Jeffers, Medea, p. 32. 

37Ibid., p •. 33. 



Medea from her despair. Fitts has observed that the "choral odes dis

appear almost whollf. 1138 In their places. are short, earthy speeches. 

Jeffers' Chorus would rather listen and gather information than lament 

and philosophize. 

By his integration of the Chorus into the action of the play, 

Jeffers has avoided an awkwardness existing in the Euripides drama. 

36 

Following the dramatic convention of the fifth century B. C., Euripides 

caused his Chorus to remain on stage from their entrance until the end 

of the play. Grube comments: 

· The awkwardness that thek continu0us presence may cause to conspirators 
is obviouis, and has often been noted, though its frequency has been 

I . 

exaggerated. It undoubtedly exists in Medea, where we cannot but wonder 
that the Corinthian women should keep their promise of silence to Medea 
to the extent of conniving at the murder of their own princess and king, 
not to mention the children, even though they had no reason to protect 
Jason. T~e ~~nd of common womanhciod seems hardly strong enough to .bear 
that straJLn. 

Euripides'Medea, then, swore the members of the Chorus to secrecy and then 

proceeded to divulge all of her plans to th,em. Jeffers u Medea does not 

40 
tell the Chorus her plans. Only after the children have. been sent to 

the palace with the gifts does the Ch0rus learn of the destructive power 

within these gifts. Their horrified reactions are normal. The Third 

Woman shows concern for the peril Olf the princess and the royal family. 

38F. 
1 t ts, p. 308. 

39 Grube, p •. 105. 

40This would seem to be in keeping with Jeffers' characterization 
of members of the Chorus as "gossips." To a truly sympathetic friend 
Medea might have felt justified in confiding her woes and her plans. To 
a group of women who had a reputation for "spreading tales" she, who had 
her own reputation for cunn±.p;g, could hardly be expected to lay bare her 
evil intentions. ' 
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She moves to leave: ."I am sick with terror./ I' 1Lrun to the palace, 

41 
I'll .warn them." Jeffers' Medea does not rely on a promise of silence, 

The women of the Chorus owe her no loyalty. To keep them frcimJ;n~.t:i;-pying her, 

she uses a powerful persuasion; she threatens their lives, In reply to 

the Third Woman she says: 

Will you?--Go. Go if you will. 
God and my vengeful goddess are doing these things: 

_ you cannot pi2vent them, but you could easily fall 
In the same fire. 

In this way Jeffers overcomes the awkwardness of supposing the loyalty 

of the Chorus to Medea and at the same time observes the Greek custom of 

keeping the Chorus on stage until the end of the play. 

The parts of .the two boys are also pointed up in the Jeffers: adapta-

tion. ··Dudley Fitts has commented: 

In Euripides they /"".the boys 7 appear on the stage, but they have no 
lines until we hear their death-cries within the house. ·Mr. Jeffers. has 
proyided them with speaking parts that are economical, moving) and right. 
Moreover, Jason's playing with them ••• is finely handled; and the · 
scenes dealing with their carrying the poi~~ned gifts to CreUsa-Glauk~ 
are piercing in their compassionate irony. 

Euripides does not allow the boys to do more than just greet their father 

when Medea summ,cms them for Jason to see. Then they return to her and 

remain until they are sent to Cre\isa with the gifts. Jeffers has the 

boys react timidly to their father's advances of friendship until, finally, 

they confidently take his hands .. The scene is touching, particularly so 

'.~ 1Jeffers, Medea, p •. 79. 

42Ibid. 

,43 . 
Fitts, p •. 308. 
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since it seals the children 1 s fate-=Medea sees that Jason is truly fond 

of his sons. 

·When the children return from bearing the gift;s to the palace, each 

carries a toy, a present from the bride. Euripides has the children return 

empty-handed. The children play with their toys, and the Elder Child 

cries, !'Look, Mother," as he demonstrates for Medea the use of his little 

44 bow. When Medea can bear their play no more and sends them into the 

house, they return to stand in the doorway)) as children will,.not under-

standing the events, but nevertheless curious. 

By allowing the children to stand in the doorway, Jeffers has over-

come another awkwardness in the Euripides drama. Several ideas have been 

put forward by authorities concerning the positions of the children during 

this scene. The Gilbert Murray arrangement, which seems to be most promi-

nent among the translations, has been severely criticized by Grube. Murray 

would have the children leave the stage as Medea says: "Depart/ Out of 

45 
my sight, ye twain. 11 The children then re~enter sixteen lines later 

as Medea commands that they be summoned: 11 1 would fain/ Speak with them, 

46 ere I go. 11 Grube points out that, although "this arrangement, is 

47 undoubtedly preferable to wholesale excisions, 11 some difficulties do 

remain. 

such rapid exit, and re-entrance is very unusual in Greek tragedy ••• 
it is dramatically weak to have the .ehildren, whose presence on the stage 

44 Jeffers, Medea, p. 85. 

45 Murray, tr., p. 60. 

46rbid., p. 61. 

47 
Grube, JP• 160. 
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is most !=lignificant throughout, pop.· in _and out -of the house in this way •.• 
the slave must go in at 1020, the children are then left alone, and with
draw alone at 1053; 1069 then requires an attendant to fetch them out 
again, but there must be no one on the stage to hear 1059-68. The silence 
of the chorus about Medea's plot is difficult enough, but a group of 
attendants at this point is quite impossible, and out of keeping with 
Medea's present circumstances. We then have to make her shout (at 1069), 
so that she can be he~8d within, and even this leaves no time for the 
children to come out. · 

By placing the children in the doorway, Jeffers has located them 

far enough from the center of the scene that they can be prevented from 

hearing what they should not hear, but near enough~. to their mother that 

she can address them at will without having them sunnnoned from the house. 

To strengthen the idea t:hat not all of the proceedings would be under-

standable to the boys, Jeffers, in a stage direction, refers to "the 

children who have been standing_ by the doorway, fascinated, not compre

hending, but watching. 1149 

The scene is particularly poignant in the Jeffers version, for it 

is while the boys are standing thus in the background, but in full view 

of the audience,. that the Nurse enters with the news that Creon and his 

daughter have been consumed by fire. -It is this news which necessitates 

the immediate deaths of the children. Medea realizes that the Corinthian 

citizens will extend no mercy to the bearers of the fatal gifts, and she 

determines to kill the boys herself rather than subject them to the fury 

of. the mob. More important, she realizes a.lso that the time has come for 

her.to commit her final act of vengeance against Jason. She observes: 

48 Grube, p. 161. 

49 Jeffers, Medea, p. 92. 



No one has ever injured me but 
suffered more 

Than I had suffered. Therefore this final sacrifice 
I intended glares !6 my eyes 

Like a lion on a ridge. · 

40 

By expanding the parts of the boys, Jeffers has greatly increased 

their effect upon the audience. They have become more than just Medea 1 s 

pawns;.· they have become flesh=and-blood children •. Since the audience 

has become acquainted with the boys, has seen them play and heard them 

speak, their deaths become even more tragic==like the deaths of friends, 

not strangers. The children in Jeffers' adaptation are much like many 

children today: . they love their parents; they trust their parents; and, 

tragically, their love and trust are betrayed by these same parents, who 

cannot settle their differences. 

The part of the Nurse has also received its share of revisi<!:ms in 

the Jeffers adaptation. In both dramas the Nurse is a servant who has a 

certain amount of freedom in speech and action. She frequently takes 

liberties. In the Jeffers version~ h.r:iwever 9 these liberties go beyond 

those in the Euripides play. · In Jeffers I dra.roa 9 it is the Nurse who takes 

it upon herself to summon Aegeus into, Medea's presence •. It is the Nurse 

who continually suggests to Medea that :s'b.e ask Aegeus to provide a refuge 

for her in her exile. And it is the Nurse who finally mentions to Aegeus 

th'~ir need of asylum. 

The part of the Nurse is considerably expanded and is given added 

significance by Jeffers in his assigning the description of the deaths of 

Creon and his daughter to her. Euripides had given this speech to a 

50 Jeffers, Medea., p. 92. 
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Messenger, a character whose one appearance on stage was for this purpose. 

By eliminating the Messenger and giving the speech to the Nurse, Jeffers 

has -~bandoned the classical convention of the Nuncio. Nathan fully approves 

of Jeffers' innovation. He write:s that "giving the original Messenger's 

speech detailing the horror of Jason's bride's cremation to the Nurse 

character with whom the audience has been acquainted throughout the play" 

is another of.the devices which have brought Medea 11 into t:he appreciation 

51 and convenience of the contemporary theatre." Coming from the Nurse, 

then, the speech, one of the most important speeches in the play, becomes 

less formal and impersonal,,more intimate and moving. 

The Nurse is essentially a sympathetic character, fi~rcely devoted 

to her mistress. -Early in the play, in answer to the Tutor 1 s accusation 

that she has deserted Medea in order.to meditate upon a trouble of her 

own, she says: 

1 • ' Yes, it ].S min~, 
My trouble. My lady's grief is my grief. · And it .has 

hurt me 
So that I _had to c001e out and speak it to the earth and sky~ 52 

Later in the play she is C?pable of a compassionate speech after being 

re_buked by Medea for trying to persuade her to seek .shelter with A,egeus 

in Athens. 

51 

-52 

-I lifted you in my arms when you were •.••. this long. 
I gave you milk from these breasts, that are now dead 
leaves. 

I saw the little beautiful body straighten and grow tall: 

Na than, . pp. -104-105 • 

Jeffers, Medea, p •. 5. 



Oh ••• child ••• almost my child ••• how can I 
Not try to save you? Life is better than death. .53 

42 

Neither . the above speech nor its equal appears in Euripides 1 Medea. The 

Nurse in the Euripides drama does not try to persuade Medea to ask Aegeus 

for asylum; Medea does not need pers~.ding, for she i s only t oo eager to 

ask for shelter. · In fact, it is doubtful that the Nurse in Euripides 1 

play would have_ had grounds to .make such a speech. Grube points out that 

"Medea's nurse has undoubtedly seen service in a rather high-c lass Athenian 

54 household." Assuming this t o be true,. then, Euripides ' Nurse in all 

probability is a nurse to the children, a servant prqbably acquired after 

Jason had brought Medea from Colchis to Greece, but before their flight 

to Corinth. Obviously, then, she would not have known Medea as a child. 

The Nurse in Euripides' version is merely a servartt whose years of acquain-

tance with Medea have earned her the right to privileges not usually 

accorded to servants. Jeffers has allowed her to gain added stature.. . She 

is Medea's best friend , one who would willingly make any sacrifice necessary 

to aid her mistress. 

The character of Jason, _ t he faithless husband , has undergone drasti c 

changes in Jeffers I Medea. As he i s characterized in this ve,rsion , he 

certainly merits the words of one of the critics, .who describes him -as 

"a man too stupid even to appreciate his own caddishness.1155 In the J effers 

version, he reveals himself to be a conceited man who has littl-e sympathy 

53 Jeffers, Medea, pp • . 30- 31. 

54 Grube, p. 35. 

55 Euphemia Van Rensselaer Wyatt , " The Drama, " Catholic World, 
CLXIX (1949), p. 229. 
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for his deserted wife. His first words to Medea are utterly cold and 

heartless. In fact, his first speech to her, which in the Euripides 

version could hardly be called more than a reproof for her behavior, in 

Jeffers' adaptation becomes a diatribe. 

You have once more affronted and insulted the head of Corinth. 
This is not the first time 

I've seen what a fool anger is. You might have lived happily, 
secure and honored--! hoped you would~-

By being just a little decently respectful toward those in power. 
Instead, you had to go mad with anger 

And talk yourself into exile. To me it matters little what you 
say about me, but rulers are sensitive. 

Time and again I've smooth.ed.downCreon's indignation, then you 
like a madwoman, like a possessed imbecile, 

Wag your head and let the words flow again; you never cease 
From speaking evil against him and his family. So now--you've 

gpt it. Call yourself lucky, Medea, 
Not to get worse than exile. In spite of all t~~s, I have your 

interest at heart arid am here to help you. 

Compare this speech, then, with Grube 1 s description of Jason's first 

speech in the Euripides play. 

His words and manner are those of a man who is weary of his passionate 
wife, of .her utter lack of prudence and common sense. ·Often before now, 
_he tells us, he has seen the bad results of anger. What Medea says against 
him matters little, but why those foolish threats against the royal house? 
She is indeed fortunate that only e:&;ile is her penalty. ·However.· (a.nd 
here we feel him shrug .his shoulders), he has come to p59vide her with 
what she and the children need for their journey •••• 

The Jason in Jeffers I play is more than llweary of his passionate wife." 

A man wht> is· merely "weary" of his wife would not compare her to ".a ·mad-

woman" or "a possessed imbecile.'' And certainly there is no implied "shrug" 

of the shoulders as Jason says: "In spite of all this, I have your interest 

56 Jeffers, Medea, pp. 33-34. 

57 Grube, p •. 154. 
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58 at heart and am here to help you.." These words embody a feeling of 

malicious superiority not present in the corresponding speech in the Euri-

pides drama. The Buckley translation reads: "But nevertheless even after 

this am I come, not wearied with my friends, providing for thee, O woman, 

that: thou mightest not be banished with thy children, either without money, 

· f th' 1159 or 1n want o any ing. 

The interview then follows much the same outline as the one in the 

Euripides play. M¢dea reminds Jason of the many services she has performed 

for him. She asks him to remember that she helped him to obtain the Golden 

Fleece, although to do so she was forced to betray her father .. and kill her 

brother. She reminds him, also, that she arranged for his enemy, Pelias, 

to be killed by his own daughters. In payment for.these services, she 

believes that she merits his loyalty, not his desertion. Then, in a sig-

nificant departure from Euripides, Jeffers' Medea calls her faithless 

husband a "dog. 11 Euripides' Medea contented herself with referring to 

Jason as "thou vilest of men1160 and "mine enemy. 1161 Jeffers 1 epithet 

gains special significance when the circumstances occasioning its use 

are compared to the appearance and disappearance of the dog in Jeffers' 

narrative The Double Axe. The dog, a rather undernourished specimen in 

desperate need of help, appeared one day to beg food from the old man with 

the double axe. It remained with him, accepting his food and sharing his 

shelter, until it mated wit.ha wolf. The dog, then, having profited by 

58 Jeffers, Medea, p. 34. 

59 Buckley, tr., p. 148. 

GOibid •.. 

6~urray, tr., p. 27. 
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the friendship of the old man who had saved its life, proved, like Jason, 

to be disloyal and left its benefactor to seek a more advantageous alliance. 

According to Squires, "Euripides portrayed a middle-aged Jason who, 

finished with the arduous adventures of youth, deserts Medea and her two 

sons to make an advantageous marriage with the daughter of Creon, king of 

62 Corinth." In this way, his family will be related to royalty. The 

Jeffers adaptation emphasizes that Jason is interested only in himself. 

His statements setting forth his reasons for leaving Medea to marry CreUsa 

have no ring of sincerity. When asked by Medea if he had not considered 

the effect that the breaking up of their home might have had upon the chil-

dren, he replies: 

Certainly I considered them. 
It was my hope that they would grow up here, 

And I, having married power, could protect and favor them. And 
i f perhaps, a f ter many years, I become 

Dynast of Corinth- -for that is Creon's desire, to make me his 
· heir--our sons 

Would have been a king's sons •• • • I hope to help them, wherever 
they go; but noi3of course must look forward 

To younger children. 

No mention is made in this speech, as was made in Murray's translation of 

64 
Euripides, that the children will live "prince-like and happy" lives. 

Nor does Jeffers' Jason, speaking like the Jason in the Buckley translation, 

offer as an excuse "that I might bring up my children worthy of my house , 

and that having begotten brothers to those children sprung from thee, I 

62 Squires, Loyalties, p. 115. 

63 Jeffers, ·Medea, p. 34. 

64 Murray, tr., p. 31. 
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might place them on the same footing, 1165 implying that all of his sons 

will be princes. The primary emphasis here is placed upon the idea that 

Jason may one day become a king, thus causing his sons to be, not princes, 

but "king's sons." 

Although the character of Jason has degenerated in Jeffers' adaptation, 

the character of Medea has been ennobled. At the beginning of each play, 

Medea, speaking from within the house, wishes to die. Euripides• Medea 

does not seem, however, to wish for death so sincerely as does Jeffers' 

Medea. Euripides' Medea seems to be planning to punish her enemies when 

she makes her first speech to the Chorus. 

Therefore of thee 
I ask one thing. If chance yet ope to me 
Some path, if even now m~ hand can win 
Strength to reggite this Jason for his sin 
Betray me not! 

Having extracted the Chorus' promise to the above conditions, Medea then 

fs free to throw herself to her knees before Creon to beg for more time 

before she is forced into exile. She and the Chorus know that this extra 

time will be spent to gain revenge on Jason, but she has no fear that the 

Chorus will betray her intention to Creon. 

After Creon has granted the additional time and has left, Medea's 

first speech leaves no doubt in anyone's mind that ~he intends to have 

her revenge. 

65 Buckley, tr., p •. 150. 

66 Murray, tr., p. 16. 



Dost dream I would have grovelled to this man, 
Save that I .won mine end, and shaped my plan 
For merry deeds? My lips had never deigned 
Speak words with him: my flesh been never stained 
With touching •••. Fool, Oh, triple fool! It lay 
So plain for him to kill my whole essay 
By exile swift: and, lo, he sets me free 
This one long day: wherein mine haters three 
Shall lie here dead, the fatg7r and the bride 
And husband--mine, not hers! 

It does not take her long to decide upon the weapon of death, poison, 

47 

because she has been pondering the question of what to use for some time. 

One problem, however, does presen t itself: 

And they /-my enemies 7being dead--what place shall hold me then? 
What friend shall rise, with land inviolate 
And trusty doors, to shelter from their hate 
This flesh? ••• None anywhere! ••• A little more 
I needs must wait: and, if there ope some door 
Of refuge, some strong tower to shield me, gogg: 
In craft and darkness I will hunt this blood. 

Euripides' Medea is concerned with her own safety. She does not wish to 

fall victim to the wrath of the citizens of Corinth. 

Following her fit st . interview with Jason, Medea is greeted by Aegeus 

of Athens, who has caught sight of her while passing with his train. Since 

he can provide Medea with the place of refuge which she so desperately needs, 

she loses no time in begging him for asylum. 

But, Aegeus, by thy beard, oh, by thy knees, 
I pray thee, and I give me for thine own, 
Thy suppliant., pity me! Oh, pity one 
So miserable. Thou never wilt stand there 
And see me cast out friendless to despair. 

67 · Murray, tr., p. 22. 

681bid., p. 23. 



Give me a home in Athens ••• by the fire 
Of thine own hearth! Oh, so may thy desire 
Of childreg9be fulfilled of God, and thou 
Die happy! 

When Aegeus leaves, after swearing an oath to shelter and protect 

Medea, she is gleeful. 

God, and God's Justice, and ye blinding Skies! 
At last the victory dawneth! Yea, mine eyes 
See, and my foot is on the mountain's brow. 
Mine enemies! Mine enemies, oh, now 
Atonement cometh! Here at my worst hour 
A friend is found, a very port of power 
To save my shipwreck. Here will I make fast 
Mine anchor and escape them at the last 
In Athens' wall~d hill.--But ere the end 
'Tis meet I show thee a l l my counsel, fri~~e: 
Take it, no tale to make men laugh withal! 

48 

So relieved is Medea at finding refuge and so sure is she of her own power 

that she brazenly outlines in detail to the Chorus her plan to murder 

CreUsa and then kill her own children. The horrified Chorus advises her 

to take revenge if she must, but to abandon the plan to kill her sons. 

Once launched upon her plan, however, Medea is not to be swayed from her 

intent to bring pain to Jason. 

The Medea pictured in the first act of Jeffers' play is not the harsh, 

plotting woman described above. Her outstanding chanacteristic is her hope-

lessness. She is violent; she wishes for death for herself and her enemies, 

but her most violent speeches have an air of hopelessness about them. Even 

when she says, "Let them ;- the gods _7 watch my enemies go down in blood," 

69 Murray, tr., p. 42· 

70 Ibid., p. 45. 
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71 she speaks her line "dully, without hope." She does not seem to have 

any hope of gaining revenge; instead, she seems almost to be attempting to 

punish her enemies with harsh words. Paramount over all is her often-

repeated and seemingly-sincere wish for death. 

I do not know what other women ••• I do not know how much a Greek 
woman 

Will endure. The people of my race a72 somewhat rash and intemperate. 
As for me, I want simply to die. 

Her one fear is that her death will give joy to Jason and to the people 

of Corinth. She makes violent threats to cover such a circumstance-, but 

even her threats are hollowed by her hopelessness. So great is her despair 

that she is not at once able to overcome it;_ she does, however, mask it 

by assuming the "stone-like" expression described by the other characters. 

When she is banished from Corinth by Creon, her grief-numbed mind 

is slow to comprehend the significance of her new predicament. 

MEDEA 
You mean ••• banishment? 

CREON 
Exile: banishment: 

go where you may, Medea, but here 
You abide no more. 

·MEDEA 
• I _with my children? 

. CREON 
I _will not 

take them away from you. 

71Jeffers, Medea,. p. 16. 

72 Ibid., p. 15. 



MEDEA 

We are to suffer more evil. 
Because we h~ve ,~ffered evil 

Death was my wish • 

50 

. The injustice of her banishment, of her being forced to bear wrong 

heaped upon wrong, provides Medea .a release from her despair; she is angered. 

FoD the first time her threats are not merely empty words; she has suffered 

one injury too many. For the first time she becomes cunning; she debases 

herself to beg from Creon the remainder of the day. "to prepare in •.• / 

Before I go out of Corinth forever. 1174 Creon is in haste; he has a guest 

to whom he must return. Finally, he agrees to allow Medea to remain in 

Corinth until the next day. 

At the mention of Creon's guest, the Nurse is hopeful •. She b;egs her 

mistress to ask Creon for his name, thinking that he may be a friend who 

is willing to provide a refuge for them. Medea is not interested in insur-

ing her own safety; she ignores the importuning of the Nurse. She still 

intends to die; but now, driven by the unfairness of her banishment, she 

does not intend to die alone. 

I shall not die perhaps 
As a pigeon dies. Nor like an innocent lamb, that feels a han~ 6n 

its head and looks up from the knife 
To the man's face and dies.--No, like some yellow-eyed beast that 

has killed its hunters let me lie down 75 
On the hounds' bodies and the broken spears. 

Unlike Euripides' Medea, however,.· she has no ready plan of death 

for her vie tims. 

73 Jeffers, Medea, pp. 17-18. 

74Ibid., p. 24 • 

. 75 Ibid., pp •. 28-29 .. 



Then how to 
strike them? What means to use? There are so many 

Doors through which painfut6death may glide in and catch. 
Which one, which one? 

The Nurse, feeling that Medea should arrange for her own safety, 

51 

questions the Chorus as to the identity of Creon's guest. Upon learning 

that he is Aegeus of Athens,.she begs Medea to see him to ask for shelter. 

Again, Medea refuses to listen to her advice. She is not concerned with 

anything except gaining her revenge. 

After my enemies are punished and I have heard the 
last broken moan-·Corinth? 

What's that? I' 11 sleep. I' 11 sleep well. · Lam alone against 
all; and so we,7y 

That it is pitiful. 

During Medea's interview with Jason, then, the Nurse undertakes to 

help her mistress gain a refuge. She goes to the palace herself to ask 

Aegeus to pay Medea a visit. When she returns with news that Aegeus is 

coming, however, Medea .refuses to see him. ·When he appears on the scene, 

she first refuses to talk with him. · Soon,:.however, she relents and tells 

him of her troubles. Again the Nurse begs Medea to ask Aegeus for refuge, 

and again Medea refuses to heed her servant's advice. Finally, Medea 

answers Aegeus' question concerning where she will go. IITo death of 

course~ 1178 Then.the Nurse can restrain herself .no longer. 

76 Medea, 29. Jeffers, p. 

77rbid., p. 31. 

78Ibid., P• 51. 
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Oh ••• She is all bewildered, sir, 
In the deep storm7~nd ocean of grief, or she would ask of you 
Refuge in Athens. 

Seeing Aegeus hesitate at the thought of sheltering an exile, Medea 

perversely adds her request to that of the Nurse. "Aegeus;/ Will you 

shelter me in Athens?1180 After receiving his promise that he will, how-

ever, Jeffers' Medea is not gleeful. Neither does she outline her plan 

to gain revenge for the benefit of .the Chorus. She is quiet and thought-

ful, finally rousing herself to announce that she wishes to be reconciled 

with Jason and to send the Nurse to fetch him. 

Wyatt has commented that "Jeffers concentrated on making credible 

81 
Medea's last act of vengeance." To accomplish this task, he has shown 

Medea through the first half of the play as the oppressed. She is not a 

craven witch in the first few scenes. She is merely a despairing woman, 

abandoned by.her husband, cruelly turned out alone into the world by the 

ruler of Corinth. Jeffers allows the injustices to accumulate--essentially 

to drive Medea to take her revenge. 

The audience during Euripides' day did not have to be prepared for 

the end of the play. The story of Medea and her vengeance was well-known. 

Euripides was not faced with the problem of making the conclusion of his 

play credible. 

Such is not the case with the twentieth-century audience. ·Universal 

education coupled with a rudimentary knowledge of psychology has sharpened 

79 Jeffers, Medea, .p •. 51. 

80tbid. 

81 Euphemia Van Rensselaer Wyatt, "The Horrors of Hatred," Catholic 
World, C:LXVI (1947), p. 263. 
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the desire of the contemporary American audience to be l:lble .to pick out 

the influences motivating a character to follow a certain course of action. 

To make Medea's last act credible, .Jeffers had to supply her with motivation 

acceptable to his audience. 

First of all, then, he provided a speech with psychological overtones 

to capture the interest of the audience. After Medea has uttered one of 

her hopeless but violent threats, she is warned by the Chorus: 

Daughter of sorrow, .beware. 
It is dangerous to dream of wine, it is worse 
To speak of wailing or blood: 
For the images that the mind makes 82 
Find a way out, they work into life~ 

This would s.eem to be a suggestion to the audience that not all of the 
;.~ 

violence in the drama will be in the form of words. 

To provide acceptable motivation, .Jeffers was obliged to make signi-

ficant changes in the drama. Medea's plotting the deaths of her enemies 

before receiving the final motivation of banishment was unwarranted. 

Allowing Medea to be overly concerned for her own safety would be unaccepta-

ble to the audience. Creon's banishing her, then, coupled with Jason's 

harsh censure of her before the Chorus, provided adequate, motivation for 

the multiple murders which she committed. 

Louise Bogan observes that "Jeffers, following the Romantic tradi-

83 tion, depends upon suspense for his big effects." The Nurse's.many 

attempts to force Medea to ask Aegeus for refuge create a certain amount 

82 · Jeffers, Medea, p. 16. 

83Bogari, Selected Criticism, p •. 304. 
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of suspense by raising the problem of what will happen toMedea if she 

does not find someone to provide her with shelter. 

Another instance of suspense is occasioned by Medea's failure to 

tell the Chorus her plans to kill her sons and CreUsa. The Nurse:'s atti-

tude when she is sent for Jason, overjoyed and frightened at the same 

time, excites curiosity; and her words which close the first act are full 

of foreboding. 

Oh, I'll go. I'll run. Let me pass, please. 
But I am terrified. I do not know ••• I am terrified. 

Pray to the gods, womeg4 to keep 
Evil birds from our hearts~ 

Once Medea is launched upon her quest for revenge, she exhibits the 

utmost cunning. Acting contrary to the Medea in Euripides' drama, she 

cleverly masks her purposes until the last possible moment, thus creating 

rising suspense. She does not .confide in the Chorus; often she does not 

seem to .be aware of their presence. 

Jeffers' second act opens with Medea seated before her house holding 

the golden cloak and coronet which she plans to send to CreUsa. There is 

an atmosphere of suppressed evil which is heightened by Medea as she says> 

"See, it is almost alive. Gold is a living thing: such pure gold~/ But 

when her body has warmed it, how it will shine! 1185 

The suspense is intensified by the Nurse, 1\'ho returns with the story 

of a ma-re which attac~ed a stallion. It is also intensified by the members 

84 'Jeffers, Medea, p. 59. 

85 rbid., p. 64. 
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of the Chorus, who discuss a variety of ill .omens which have happened 

recently. Jason's entry provides a diversion, .but soon he too becomes a 

:f;actor in the mountigg horror. Medea1s plan to kill her children.becomes 

obvious as she questions Jason about h~s :f;eelings concerning them. It is 

not difficult for the observer to remember·her words to A,egeus when it 

became apparent to .her.how much he desired children: 

1hen--if you had a dog-eyed enemy and needed absolute ven
geance--you1d kill 

The man1·s children f!-gst. Unchild him,. ha? 
A.nd then unlife him. 

Medea's questioning of Jason gains significance when, after·he 

assures her that nothing could happen ~o the boys if. they were left in 

his care, she continues to pursue the same idea. 

You must pardon me: _it is not possible to be certain of that. 
If they were ••.• killed and their blood 

Ran on the floor oft~' house or down the deep earthM
Would you be grieved? 

Medea begins to show strain;.nevertheless, she summons the boys to 

see their father. A.s Jason greets his sons and Medea .sees how much he 

cares for them, .her intention seems to falter. -"She turns, and stands 

88 rigidly turned away, her face sharp with pain." She soon recovers, 

. however, and says II fiercely" to the Chorus: 

86 Jeffers, .. Medea, p. ,47. 

87Ibid., P• 70. 

88Ibid., p. 72. 
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Look at him: he loves them--ah? Thereifo~e his dear children 
Are not going to that city but a darker city, where no games are 

played, no mustc:is heard.--Do you think 
I am a cow lowing after tg9 calf? Or a bitch with pups, licking 
The hand that struck her? 
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Even so,.· she is not completely cruel •. When she sends the children 

with the cases of gold ornaments to CreUsa, she exhibits a flash of motherly 

consideration as she takes the heavy cases from the children and gives 

them to the Nurse and the Tutor with the words: "Gold is too heavy a 

burden for little hands. 90 ·Carry them, you." She is obviously over-

wrought, for she bursts into a torrent of weeping.as the children leave. 

She soon regains her composure, ,however, and turns boastfully to the Chorus. 

Rejoice, women. The gifts are given; the bait is laid 
The gods roll their great eyes over Creon's house and quietly smile; 

for no rat nor cony 
Would creep into the opem::undisguised traps 
That take the proud race of man. They snap at a shiny bait; they'll 

believe anything. I too 
Have been fooled in my time: now I shall triumph. That robe of 

bright-flowing gold, that bride-veil, that,fish-net 
To catch a young slender salmon--not mute, she'll sing: her 

delicate bd9y writhes in the meshes, 
The golden wreath binds. her bright head with light: she' 11 dance, 

she'll sing loudly: 
Would I were there to hear it, that proud one howling. 

--Look~ the sun's out again, the c\louds are gone, 
All's gay and clear. I wish the deep earth would open and 

swallow us--
Before I do what comes next. 
I wish all life would perish, and the holy gods in high heaven die, 

.· before my little ~yes 
Come home to my hands. 

89 Jeffers, Medea, p. 73. 

90 Ibid., p. 77, This act by Medea is also a very clever bit of staging 
by Jeffers. It places the Nurse at the palace, where she must be to observe 
the deaths which she must later describe to Medea. 

91Ibid., pp, 77-78. 
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The above speech is characteristic of her throughout the remainder 

of the play. She is gloating and cruel when she speaks of gaining her 

revenge, but the thought of killing her children forces her to become a 

grief-stricken mother again. When the children return from the palace 

with toys from the princess, Medea is unable to touch them. She resolves 

to kill th010. and falters time and again. Only after the Nurse returns 

with the news of the success of her plan does she real.ize that her choice 

has been removed. Yet, once again she falters. 

O my little ones! 
What was I .dreaming?•-My.ba,bes, .my own! 
Never,.never, never:, never 
Shall my own babes be hurt. Not if every·war-hound 

and spear-sla~~ in headless Corinth 
·Were on the track~ 

Soon, .however, she strengthens in her intent and takes the children 

into the house, pausing to say: 

say that this child 
Has Jason 1 s eyes? 

· ·Would you 

• • • '.l'hey are his cubs. ·. They 
have his blood. 93 

· As long as they live I. shall be mixed with him. 

Once the door of the house is bolted and the cries of the children 

are heard, there is .no longer any doubt as to their fates. Jeffers allows 

for more suspense in the drama to ~usta:b:i:·.the cone lusion by failing to 

.have the Chorus inform Jason that his sons are dead. When he enters in 

92 · Jeffers, Medea, p. · 94·. 

93Ibid., 95 96 PP• "" • 
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search of them, he concludes, first, that Medea has locked them in the 

house with her for protection. Hearing the wailing of the Nurse and the 

sound of lamentation from the house, he next believes that Medea has killed 

herself. Then, with dawning horror and disbelief, he flings down his sword 

to try. in vain to force open the door of the house. He is indeed pitiable 

as he turns to the women to whom he had previously spoken so roughly and 

pleads: "Women,! am alone. Help me.,/. Help me to break the bolt. 1194 

Their aid is not needed, for the doors open. Servants place two 

flickering lamps outside on either side of the door, and Medea steps out 

to stand between them. Even she, at first, does not tell Jason that his 

sons are dead •.. When he wishes to threaten her and cannot find his sword, 

she, from above, helps him to locate it on the step where he dropped it 

when trying to open the door. Only after he is armed does she warn him 

that the two lamps are her protection. 

You-, .. mus t be careful, Jason. 
Do you see the two fire-snakes 

That guard this door? Here and here: one on each -side: 
Their throats are swollen with poison, 

Their eyes are burning coals and their tongues are fire. 
· They are coiled ready to s~§ike: if you come near them, 

They'll make you what Creon is. 

She then allows him to view the bodies of his sons, and he realizes fully 

for the first time the extent .of his loss. Medea has fulfilled her wish; 

Jason is a broken man. The final blow comes when Medea prophesies his 

death beside the Argo, . an event which will come too soon to prevent his 

getting other children. For Jason it is as Aegeus said: 

94 Jeffers, Medea, p. 101. 

95 rbid., pp. -103-104 .. 
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When death comes, Medea, 
It is, for a childless man, utter despair, darkness, extinction. 

One's children 96 
Are the life after death. 

The conclusion of the Jeffers drama is a dramatic departure from 

that of the Euripides play. Jeffers has abandoned the~~ machin~, 

the dragon chariot sent by "my father's father, the high Sun. 1197 In so 

doing, he ignores Medea's relationship to Helios, the sun god. This is 

not the first time he has overlooked this relationship. Euripides' Medea 

claims to have received the gifts she sent to CreUsa from "the sire/ Of 

11 h h S .. 98 a my ouse, t e un. J ef fer s 1 · Medea says merely that "the God of 

99 the Sun gave them to my father's father." By refusing to recognize 

this relationship, Jeffers has removed from Medea her kinship with the 

gods. She is dependent only upon herself. 

Grube has said of the Euripides drama: 

The play ends in an atmosphere of unrelieved vengeance and hatred--there 
is no peace here; even on earth. And if Medea reaches more than human 
stature at the end, is it not just because she alone is possessed by a 
theos, an eternal force 105ntil she herself almost becomes a goddess or, 
if .you prefer,.a devil? 

Such is not the case with Jeffers' Medea. She is neither a "goddess" nor 

a lldevil." She is a human being, although she is a murderess. She does 

96 Jeffers, Medea, p. 47. 

97 . 
Murray, tr., p. 74. 

98 Ibid., p. 55. 

99Jeffers, Medea, p. 63. 

100 Grube, p. 48. 
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not, as does Euripides' Medea, institute an annual feast for.the Corin-

101 thians 1,~to purge them yearly of the stain/ Of this poor blood." 

Jeffers Medea is triumphant, but _her triumph was not gained without suffer-

ing. To Jason she says, "I tore my own heart and laughed: I was tearing 

.. · 102 
yours·.11 · · 

The conclusion of the Jeffers drama seems to have met with the favor 

of the critics. Dudley Fitts notes: 

Mr. Jeffers, with perfect realism, yet creating an even heightened 
athiosphere of sorcery--the Colchian aura..:-has his Medea pass through the 
portal, mysteriously. protected by two flickering lamps which her women 
have placed at the base of the central pillars, lamps beyond which Jason 
cannot penetrate and between which he falls exhausce,di:.cat::·t~thend. A 
trick, admittedly; but a better trick than the aerial car. 

George Jean Nathan describes the conclusion as 

••• an.ending in which the impossibly spectacular dragon-drawn chariot 
with the dead children is supplanted by Medea's.more practical barricade 
of her house against Jason and the baring of his sons' IB~pses~ithin the 
doorway and within range of his grimly punished vision. 

101 .. Murray, tr., p •. 77. 

102 Jeffers, Medea,_.p. 105. 

103 Fitts,_· pp ... 308-309 .. 

104 . 
Nathan, p. · 105 .. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

Radcliffe Squires contends that "Jeffers wanted his poetry to be of 

.this age, while aimed at no age. Even when adapting from Aescp.ylus or 

1 Euripides,he has slanted the implications toward modern society." Jeffers' 

Medea is an excellent example of the truth of ~his statement; it contains 

reflections of both the author and the twentieth century. 

The Jeffers version is written. in the author's own peculiar poetic 

style, which features a lengthened, unrhymed line. Woven through the drama 

are references to some of Jeffers' favori~e symbols--the hawk, the stone, 

and the stallion. And dominating all are the violence of the speeches and 

the vivid imagery of the drama. · Squires remarked that· "only his' adaptation 

of. the Medea realizes Jeffers' own aim in tragedy as 'poetry ••• beautiful 

shapes ••• violence.' And this only because of the organic simplicity 

that Euripides imposes on Jeffers' restive imagination. . . •' . 
Significantly a,bsent from the adaptation, .however, is Jeffers' doc-

trine of Inhumanism. Squires points out that "Medea cannot use. her powers 

as a sorceress to bring a,bout good, but one-· does not question. the abstr~6t 

1 .Squires, Loyalties,. p •. 104. 

2 
Ibid., P• 166. 
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3 
justice of her decision to revenge herself." It is this decision, coupled 

with Jeffers' retention of the Euripides solution of having Medea seek 

refuge in Athens, which prevents Jeffers from applying Inhumanism to the 

character of Medea. ,Had Medea become an Inhumanist,_she would probably 

not have sought vengeance, nor would she have needed to flee to Athens • 

.:'.4 
She would have divorced herself from humanity, as did Orestes;, and all 

of the wrongs done to her would have ceased to concern her. The plot of 

the drama, then, prevents Medea from becoming an Inhumanist and thereby 

restrains Jeffers from incorporating his doctrine of Inhumanism into the 

play. 

In adapting the Medea, Jeffers has taken a drama which has proved, 

throughout its 2300-year existence,to .be adaptable to fit .any age and 

has changed it to fit the twentieth century, much as Euripides must have 

changed the Medea legend to fit the fifth century B •. c. · To .accomplish 

this, Jeffers has had to make significant departures from the drama of 

Euripides. 

Squires has stated that he believes the success of Jeffers' Medea 

to be due to t:he fact that.it is "contained by the architecture bf 

Euripides.115 It is true that the Jeffers drama follows the outlines of 

t.he fifth-century play and departs from its. structure only when a charige 

in idea demands such a departure,. However, ,in other respects the two 

dramas are.very different. 

3Radcliffe Squires,.· "Robinson Jeffers and the Doctrine of Inhumanism" 
(unpub. Ph. D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1952), p. 315. 

4 Cf. Jeffers, "~ Tower tteyond Trasedy,11 Selected Poetry, pp. 89-140. 

5 Squires, Loyalties, p. 31. 
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Jeffers is striving for realism according to twentieth-century stan-

dards. He has taken a drama setting forth a series of events which could 

happen at any time and in any place and has tried to make these events 

real, plausible, believable to contemporary audiences. His Medea is fir',t 

and foremost a woman. She may possess supernaturaLpowers, ,but she suffers 

as any woman does who is deserted by her husband. · Jeffers dismisses her 

relationship to Helios by removing the deus~ machina at the end of the 

playQ: H.e does not deny that she is ,Asiatic and a barbarian according to 

Greek standards, but he refuses to acknowledge that she is related to the 

gods. 

Jeffers' Medea is despairing during .the.first act of the play. She 

wants to die--plans to di.e. Only after she has been wronged time and 

again does she resort to cunning to gain revenge. Her motivation in this 

respect is clearly outlined for the audience. She has been deserted by 

Jason, , banished by· Creon, and ,finally publicly chastised by Jason before 

a group of Corinthian women "who .have come to pay her a visit and discover 

6 in a neighborly way the ins and outs of the scandal." She does not, as 

does Euripides I Medea,.· plot her revenge from her first speech to the 

Chorus. She seems to be forced to take action to gain revenge in order to 

retain her senses. 

By striving.to make the play conform to.modern theatrical conventions, 

Jeffers. has eliminated some of the awkward situations in the drama. No 

longer does Aegeus notice Medea as he is passing by her house at a most 

opportune moment. In Jeffers' drama.he is summoned before Medea by the 

6wyatt, "~he Drama," p. 229. 
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Nurse, who has discovered .. his presence in Corinth .from conversation with 

the "ne.ighborly" Chorus. , And it is the lilurse, not Medea,. who initiates 

the plea for refuge when Aegeus appears on the scene. -Throughout :the 

first scenes of the play, Medea is not pic1#1.red as a cunning, conniving 

. woman wishing to gain revenge but concerned for her own safety; she is 

.portrayed as a depressed,. despairing woman whose sincere wish is to. die. 

Only after she has been wronged by Jason and Creon does she seek ven-

geance. , Her plan does not., as does the plan of Euripides I Med~a, depend 
:r.'. 

upon her finding shelter after .her.r\ivenge has been.taken. 

Another awkwardness overcome in the Jeffers adaptation is in Medea's 

relationship to the Cho;rus •. Euripides, exercising the undeniable domi-

nance of .a Greek dramatist.over the actions of _his Chorus, assumes that 

the Chorus,_ bound to Medea by the ties of womanhood, will keep their 

rashly-made promise of silence as they see Medea .make preparations to 

killmembers of. the rpy;tl family •... Jeffers makes no such assumptions • 
. \··. . ' 

His Medea cleverly hides her intentions until.her plan has been put into 

operation.. Then her appeal to the Chorus for silence is not based upon 

the flimsy excuse that they are all women and must be loyal to eac.h other. 

·To prevent the. C.horus from warning Creon.of her ititentions,.Medea threatens 

their lives. In :the light of.this.threat, then,~ it is little wonder t.hat 

. t~E: .members of 1:he royal family go .unwarned. 

Alterations of character are apparen_t throughout the play. · By con-

centrating .. upon Medea as a human being, Jeffers has. ennobled her character. 

On t.he other hand, the character of Jason has lost any of the .. saving graces 

.... :,. 
it might have had in the-~uripides version. ·'.l'he fact that Jason.is inter-

ested only in himself is stressed. ·His one ambit.ion .is to succeed Creon as 

ruler of·Corinth; .he points out .that.he.plans for his. sons to be."king's sons." 
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Jeffers has expanded the parts of the children. He has increased 

the dramatic appeal of the play by causing the boys to be in view of the 

audience during the scene in which Medea determines that she has no choice; 

she must kill them. 

The part of the Nurse has also been enlarged. In Jeffers' play she 

is more than a servant. She is a friend to Medea. Although the Nurse 

in Euripides' drama probably joined Medea and Jason after their voyage 

from Colchis, the Nurse in Jeffers' drama, by her own words, indicates 

that she has been nurse to Medea since the latter's birth. To the Nurse 

has been given the description of the violence of Medea's revenge upon 

Creon and his daughter, and this description is less formal and more 

moving than the corresponding speech in Euripides' drama because it comes 

from a sympathetic character instead of from an impersonal Messenger. 

Thnoughout all of the adaptation, Jeffers has strived for suspense. 

Suggestions are mad~ here and there that tragedy is approaching. However, 

the form of the disaster is not apparent until the tragedy itself is immi

nent. Medea does not reveal to the Chorus her ,Plans to kill the royal 

family; the full horror of the vengeance is allowed to unfold bit by bit 

before the eyes of the audience. The conclusion, considered by many to 

be anticlimactic, has been sustained by the added suspense of Jason's 

failure to discover the deaths of his sons until Medea informs him of 

the murder. 

It is the combination of unique poetic style, realism of character 

and situation, understandable motivation of action, and suspense that 

has produced a drama reflecting both f.l!s author and the century for which 
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it was adapted. Certainly the mastery exhibited by the adaptation 

justifies Gassner's classification of the Medea as "the one distinguished 

high tragedy written by an American poet. 117 

7 Gassner, ed., p. 396. 
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